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Teisho By Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Bodhi Manda Zen Center 

April 6, 1998 – 6th Day 

Dai-Sesshin – Translator: Giko 

Mumonkan, ch. 4 

 

 

 Wakuan said, “Why has the Western Barbarian no beard?” 

 

Mumon says, 

If you study Zen you must really study it.  If you become enlightened it must be the real enlightenment.  

If you once see the barbarian’s real face intimately, then you have at last got “it.”  But when you explain 

what you saw you have already fallen into relativity. 

Mumon’s Verse 

 Before a fool do not expound your dream. 

 The beardless barbarian, 

 It is adding obscurity to clarity. 

 

 Finally we’ve come to the sixth day of our Dai-Sesshin, and tomorrow it will be over.  I don’t 

know, maybe it’s because the instruction is bad, but it seems as if some people have gotten sick of coming 

to sanzen and just aren’t coming anymore.  Actually Rinzai was exactly like that.  When he was sitting at 

Obaku’s dojo he just sat in the zendo for three years without doing sanzen with Obaku.  And at that time 

the jikijitsu at Obaku’s zendo was named Boshushu, and he later became one of Obaku’s successors, and 

he asked Rinzai whose name was Gigen at the time, “Hey Gigen, why aren’t you going to sanzen?”  And 

Gigen said, “The reason why I’m not going to sanzen is because I don’t know myself what to ask in 

sanzen.”  I wonder, was it that Gigen didn’t have a question, didn’t have a doubt, or did he really have 

doubts?   

 Rinzai-Gigen, before he came looking for Zen at Obaku’s place he studied the Vinaya, the 

Buddhist laws, the sila, and felt that no matter how much he studied them things weren’t getting clear for 

him, and so finally he ended up at Obaku’s place.  But if I start talking about the sila, the Vinaya it’s very 

difficult, and I don’t think I can really do it in just an hour or two, and so I’ll leave it for now.   

 So, anyway, Rinzai said to Bokushu in answer to his question, “The reason why I’m not going to 

sanzen is because I don’t know what to ask,” and so Bokushu said, “Well, why not just ask ‘What is the 

Buddha’s teaching?  What about that?”  What Bokushu was meaning here was that “Do you know what 

teaching it is that enlightened ones teach?  If you don’t know then you better go ask.”  And then Rinzai 

thought to himself, “I guess that’s right.  I don’t really know what teaching it is that enlightened people 

teach so I better go ask,” and he went and did sanzen.  And so he went and asked.  Of course the teaching 
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of enlightened people is the teaching of One True Nature, but he went and asked anyway, “What is the 

teaching of the enlightened ones?”  And then Rinzai got, “BAAA!” hit right on the as by Obaku’s stick.  

The reason why he hit is because he had to hit.  That was Obaku’s way of teaching.  The teaching of 

Obaku Zen was manifest here.  That stick itself was drenched in tears.  Obaku was crying tears, and it was 

as if he was shedding blood when he spanked Rinzai.  When a mother spanks her child it’s hitting thinking, 

“You must somehow learn the essential principle of things,” when she hits.  Isn’t that right.  When the 

child grows up then it will understand that.  But Rinzai getting hit didn’t know what to do so he just went 

back to the zendo.  Going back to the zendo Bokushu asked him, “So, how’d it go?”  And he said, “Well, 

you know I did ask him about the essential teaching of the Buddhas, of enlightened people, but all that 

happened was that I got slammed on my ass.”  He was very honest.  His eyes, however, were not opened 

by it.  Bokushu said, Oh really.  Well I think it would be best if you went back and did sanzen again with 

the Roshi, “ and having been told this by the jikijitsu, there was nothing for Rinzai to do, even though he 

didn’t really want to, he went back again.  And this he asked with more seriousness, “So, what is the 

teaching of the enlightened people.”  I don’t know if he was smiling or frowning when he asked, but I 

think his whole body was trembling.  But again Obaku without saying a word just, “BAAA!” hit him.  So 

again he went back to the zendo, and again Bokushu asked him how it was, and again he simply had to 

say “All that happened was I got hit.”  And Bokushu said, “Wow, Roshi is being so nice to you.”  But 

Rinzai didn’t understand that sort of kindness.  And Bokushu said, “You really should go again.  This time 

I’m sure, inevitably, your eyes will be opened,” and so Rinzai went back, a special “saisan” another sanzen 

in the same sanzen period.  And this time we’re told that Obaku hit, spanked him on the bottom thirty five 

times.  I don’t know if he really hit him once or twice.  In the book it says thirty five times, but the meaning 

is he thoroughly spanked him.  Probably it wasn’t limited to just hitting.  Obaku lifted his right leg and 

kicked him too!  So again he went back to the zendo and Bokushu asked him how it had been, and this 

time Rinzai said flat out, “You know, I don’t think I’m qualified to study Zen so today I’m going to leave 

this mountain.  The reason why I’m leaving today is because I don’t want to dirty this dojo.  I know I’m 

not qualified to really study here.  I’m just going to cause trouble for everybody, and end up breaking the 

rules, and that’s why I should leave.”  Bokushu said, “Hmm, okay, that sounds good, but when people 

leave they have to go and say good-bye to Obaku, so you better go and see him again.”  So here at this 

sayonara sarei ceremony that he had with Obaku, Obaku finally spoke and said very kindly, “Okay if you 

leave that’s fine, but don’t go anywhere else other than to my friend Taigu who is the grandson in the line 

from Hyakujo.  Go directly and do sanzen with Taigu.”  Obaku said, “I’m sure that Taigu will have 

something useful to teach you, so go visit him.”  And Rinzai very honestly followed Obaku’s advice.  I 

don’t know how many days it took him to get there, but he went to Taigu’s.  And when he finally got there 

Taigu asked him, “Where have you come from?”  If you do zazen everyone will eventually get the koan, 

“Where have you come from?”  The way of asking is, “Where did you come from?  Did you come from 

the world of existence or non-existence?  Which?”  The world that has beards, or the world that doesn’t 

have beards?  What kind of world did you come from?  This is the way that Roshis will greet you.  This 

is the first greeting when you meet a Tathagata Zen Roshi.  Did you come from father’s world or mother’s 
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world?  Which?  Rinzai very honestly answered, “I came from Obaku’s place.  I just finished Kessei and 

then I came.”  Taigu asked, “What kind of teaching did Obaku give you?”  And again Rinzai extremely 

honestly answered and said, “Well, I went and asked him what the essential teaching of enlightened people 

is, and I asked him that same question three times, and all three times he didn’t say anything, he just 

thoroughly beat me.”  The reason why he could answer so honestly is because he really thought that 

Obaku’s stick had clearly answered him. (Zuibun Rinzaiwa kono Obakunostickgana kotaeta to omoeru, 

dakara korya shojiki ni kotaeru yoni nattanodearo(???)  All of you also, just like Rinzai are practicing, so 

I think what you should do here is really try to feel how Rinzai felt.  How did he feel when he could answer 

Obaku?  Did he hate Obaku?  Was he struggling inside?  What do you think?  And Taigu answered and 

said, “I can’t believe what a gentle kind Roshi this Obaku is.  He is just like a grandmother soothing and 

embracing her grandchild.”  Actually before this Rinzai continued and asked Taigu, “What was my 

mistake?  Why did Obaku hit me?  Because of what mistake of mine did Obaku hit me?”  So it was then 

that Taigu said, “I can’t believe what a gentle, kind Roshi Obaku is.  He was just like a grandmother 

soothing and embracing her grandchild, and here you have come all the way to me and you still don’t 

understand that kindness, and you’re sitting there whining, and crying, and saying ‘What was my 

mistake?’  You idiot!”  And then Taigu said, “If Obaku were here with you now, just the way Obaku hit 

you, I would hit Obaku.”  If a Roshi comes around teaching about “U” or “MU” or anything like that 

there’s nothing to do but to punch him.  It seems as if everyone is lost and wandering in their lostness, 

being led astray by things like “U” and “MU,” and do sanzen like that.  But open up your eyes.  But among 

the people here not one person is doing sanzen with their eyes open, so I can’t give sanzen in the correct 

way that I would do with real monks, so I guess you can cry, you can be lopsided towards “U,” you can 

be lopsided towards “mu,” it’s all right.   

 It doesn’t matter if you are a man or a woman, if you are a true practitioner I imagine that you’ve 

come to Zen because you are dissatisfied with the teachings of ordinary religion.  I think that it is fair to 

say that America is a Christian country.  It’s as if Christianity is the national religion.  I mean when the 

president gets sworn in he doesn’t put his hand on the constitution, he puts his hand on the bible and vows 

his presidential vows.  So I guess that is why Americans must respect the president.  But it is a very big 

problem because it seems as if whatever the president does people are quick to criticize him.  It’s natural 

for people to say all sorts of things in criticism of him if he violated something that is in the bible because, 

after all, he did take his presidential vows with his hand on the bible.  But from my point of view anyway 

when I look at present day America he looks as if it has gotten sort of moldy.   

 And we can read in the books that when Taigu said “If Obaku were here I would punch him,” 

that’s when Rinzai finally woke up to what the teaching of enlightenment is.  What I mean is that he woke 

up to the dharma activity.  He woke up to that activity which forms the entire universe, and which brings 

us in to existence, and also leads us to destruction.  And Rinzai was enlightened, Rinzai understood on 

hearing Taigu’s words that this dharma activity is a will-less activity.  That’s what written in the books.  

The truth is a will-less activity.  That is what enlightened people have taught.   

 I go to all the trouble to show you the will-less activity, and then when you follow this instruction 
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and are acting will-lessly, if then I ask you, “Hey, where did you go?”  Then immediately you manifest a 

self which has will and say this and that.  If you really experience God that is manifesting the will-less 

activity.  If you do that kind of practice then the Roshi will say, “Good.”  But, when you had that 

experience where did you go?  Then you say, “Well, I went to heaven,” or “Well I went to the bathroom.”  

You say all sorts of things.  And I have to call you an idiot.  Even though you went to all the trouble of 

receiving the correct teaching you immediately revert back, stand up in the position of “I am,” and start 

saying this and that.  My whole idea is to teach you in a kind way, in a correct way.  It brings tears to my 

eyes to try to do it, so why don’t you try getting a little bit serious for your part.  Some people might think 

“I went to all this trouble to make the money to come here for a week, and to take a week off.  I didn’t 

come here just to be berated by the Roshi, and I’m not coming back.”  It’s okay.  Don’t come back.  It’s 

not like I asked you to come anyway.   

 Even among the people who are wearing the koromo, the monks robes, some of my disciples go 

around saying, “The reason I was ordained was because the Roshi asked me to.”  I guess it’s okay to say 

in a similar situation “The reason I became your wife is because you asked me to,” “The reason I became 

you husband is because you asked me to.”  Maybe that’s okay, but what about when you get in a fight, 

what are you going to say then?  The translator over did it there.  I didn’t say it so strongly, but, anyway, 

if you fight in a situation like that then you’ll probably end up separating.  So then you’ll say to each other, 

“Well, if that’s the situation, if you just married me because I asked you to then why don’t we just 

separate?”   

 This thing of having or not having a beard also; it might feel good to think that it is because  you 

ask that your beard is made or your beard is shaved, but actually beards don’t come out from our bodies 

or disappear through our asking.  The beard grows having nothing to do with whether it’s asked to grow 

or not asked to grow.  The hairs get longer or fall out having nothing to do with whether they are asked to 

or not.   

 This is the principle Rinzai was enlightened to on hearing Taigu’s words.  It was then that Rinzai, 

and we’re told that Rinzai was smaller than most people, taking his fist and pushing it in to Taigu’s hara, 

his belly said, You don’t have to wait for Obaku, why don’t you just do it right now like this?”  If you 

can’t have that kind of spirit and energy, then this “kensho” that we always talk about in Zen is not 

happening.  But you, the moment the Roshi tells you, “No good!”  You think “Oh, I just don’t understand 

I think I’ll stop going to sanzen.”  Immediately you give rise to your “I am” self, and fixate that “I am” 

self, and are stuck in this perspective.   

 I always tell you the same thing that this “satori” of Zen is something that has no subject, don’t I?  

If you are a scholar, if you lose the position of the grammatical subject you can’t do your scholarship 

anymore.  So even if your studying Zen in an academic way of course you have to study from the 

perspective of the “I am.”  But in Zen we say that the “I am” proclaiming self is the incomplete self.  If 

you want to manifest your true self that “I am” self must vanish.  And that activity which acts without the 

“I am” self is the activity of zero.  Or we call it the activity of emptiness. 

 Hearing Taigu’s words finally, for the first time Rinzai manifested this zero, this empty activity, 
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that is he was enlightened.  When Rinzai took his fist and punched Taigu right in the belly, where did 

Rinzai go?  And where did Taigu go then?  Whether it’s the activity of going forward or retreating, they 

both have limits.  The activity of zero also has a limit.  And arriving at that limit Taigu stood up and said, 

“Well you’re not my student, you’re Obaku’s students, so you better go at once back to him.”   

 The activity of going forward, and the activity of retreating definitely have limits, and reaching 

those limits the activity stops.  And that condition of opposition again will break apart and plus and minus 

will separate.  And isn’t it true that I’ve said over and over again that it is then that the “I am “ self appears.  

The “I am” self appears when plus and minus separate from each other.  But as I just said the activity of 

separating also has a limit.  And when that limit is reached the self which has appeared, and the plus 

activity, and the minus activity, and the minus activity all together simultaneously rest.  Try doing just a 

little bit of zazen and contemplating this kind activity.  Even though you have gone to all the trouble of 

actually manifesting the will-less activity for yourself, when you’re asked then, “So where are you?” Isn’t 

it a shame?  Isn’t is too bad that you cannot answer?  And I’m serious really too, I mean you did go to all 

the trouble to pay money to come here, and I want to give you something for it.  Maybe you think the 

teacher can do whatever they want, but actually try to put yourself in the position of the teacher, teachers 

can’t go around saying things like, “My ass hurts.  My eyes hurt.  I’m sleepy.”  So why don’t from your 

side you get a little bit more serious? 

 So here comes Mumon’s comment about “U” and “MU.”  You might look at the text and say, “I 

don’t think he’s talking about U and MU here, I thought it was beards he was talking about,” but actually 

he is commenting on “U” and “MU.” 

..Don’t say such trivial, boring things such as “The absolute being has a beard,” of “He doesn’t have a 

beard.”  When perfect wisdom is manifest then you will understand that in perfect wisdom there is no 

doubting, and there’s also no need to do the activity of knowing.  So what kind of a self is it that does the 

activity of knowing?  That is the incomplete self.  What Mumon is asking you here is, “Here you are, you 

have appeared, so why don’t you try to actually put in to practice this principle of manifesting the complete 

self and the incomplete self?  Why don’t you try to actually do it yourself?”   Inevitably the 

complete self will appear.  But the complete self doesn’t fixate the complete self, also inevitably the 

incomplete self will appear again.  The incomplete self appears, but it appears from the complete self.  

And Mumon is saying that this incomplete self that appears has experienced the complete self, and so it 

is an incomplete self who is capable of, seeing everything as itself, without any doubt.  When the self sees 

itself that is an activity of consciousness which is  no longer in the condition of the origin, that is the 

condition in which the incomplete self has appeared, but it is a completely doubtless activity of self seeing 

self, so that is the activity of satori.   

 Although I just began talking about Mumon’s comment since time has come we should stop for 

today.   

 


